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1. lstruduction 

Multiprocccsor systems arc characterlzcd by two vita1 factors, ri;.., i) thc cost factor' defined 
as the product, (degrce of nodel* (diameter), and ii) the utilization factor2 defined :IS the 
ratio of computation time to communication time. I t  is desirable to have a rnuitipri~cessor 
system with low cost and high utilization factor. In this paper, we discuss the implerneatation 
aspects and performance studiss of a transputer-based extended hypercube (EH) whose 
design is aimed at  reducing cost and increasing the utilization factor. EH topology Ihas a 
low-cost factor' and is suitable for constructing co~nmunicatioa-efficient parallel computing 
systems. Ell comprises two sets of processors, one for pelforming computation tasks-- 
processor elements(PEs), and another for performing communication tasks.-network 
controllers (NCs13. The basic module of EH consists of a k-cube of PEs and a n  NC. All the 
nodes of thc k-cube are connected Lo NC by m a n s  of separate links. All communication 
tasks within any k-cube are psrformed by employing procedures similar to those of binary 
hypercubes4. NCs handle communication among all pairs of nodes residing in different 
modules. An EH can be constructed incrementally with identical predefined building blocks 
called the basic modules. In a basic module, PEs are at the zeroth level of hierarchy and 
the N C  is at  the first level of hierarchy. In general, an E H  is defined by EH(k.0: where k 
is the dimension of the hypercube and 1 the hierarchical level of the NC at the top most 
level. The basic module can be defined as EH(k, I ) .  An EH(k2Lhas three levels of hierarchy: 
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one NC at level 2;Zk NCs at level 1 which form a k-cube among themselves; 2k k-cubes at 
level 0. Likewise, one can build EHs of greater dimensions by interconnecting the basic 
blocks. The degree of a node of the EH is always a constant, for a given value of k, being 
equai to (k  + 1) for PEs and (2k + k + 1) for the NCs. 

IMS T800, a 32-bit transputer w~th  a built-in floating point processor, is used as the PE. 
A T-800 transputer in conjunction with a programmable crossbar switch, IMS C004, is 
used as the NC. Reconfiguration of transputer networks can be done with the help of the 
crossbar switch and some low-level software support. We have used the 3-cube with an NC 
as the basic building block. For k = 3, the degree of a node for each PE is four, hence the 
four links of the transputer (PE) can be connected to the three neighbours and an NC. 

2. The extended hypercube 

In this section, a formal introduction to the EH architecture is presented. EH architecture 
discussed earlier2.' is suited for hierarchical expansion of multiprocessor systems. The basic 
module of EH consists of a k-cube and an additional node for handling communication, 
the network controller. There are a total of [2* x (k/2 + I)] links in the basic module, 
consisting of the [(2' x k)!Z] links of the hypercube and 2k links between the processor 
elements and the NC as indicated in Fig. 1. Message passing between neighbouring nodes 
of the hypercube is cia the direct communication links among them whereas between 
non-neighbouring nodes it is via the NC. 

An EH consisting of a k-cube and one NC will be referred to as the basic module or 
EH(k, 1)' in the rest of this paper. EH(k, 1) has two levels of hierarchy: the k-cube a t  the 

2 3 Number of nodes 

F G  1 .  Extended hypercube EH 43.11. NC: Network Frc. 2. Diameter, degree of node and cost factor of the 
controlh. PE: Proassor clement. hypercube and EH. a. cost factor of the cube, b. cost 

factor of EH (3.11, c. diameter and degree of hypercube, 
d. diameter of EH (3,1), e. degree of node of EH, (3,l). 
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zeroth iwel and the KC at the first level. The hypercube consisting of PEs is referred to 
as the H f  lk.0). An EH(k.2) has 2': k-cubes of PEs at the zeroth level, a k-cube of NCs at 
the first ielsl and one NC at the second level. In general, an EHlk, 1) 1 is the degree of the 
EH), consists of a k-cube of eight NCs,'PEs at the (1 - l)st level and one NC at the ith level. 
The NCs PEs at the (I - 1)s: level of hierarchy form a k-cube. We will refer to this cube as 
HCtk,! - I). The NCs at the li - 2)nd level of hierarchy form 2* distinct k-cubes which will 
be culled HC1k.l-2). Thus we have k-cubes a t  ail levels. HC(k,O)s are all computation 
HCs and HC(L.I)s for (1 > 0)  are all communication HCs. The basic module of the EH 
denoted by EH(k, I )  is a constant predefinabie building block and the node configuration 
remains the same regardless of the dimension of the EH. The EH architecture can be easily 
extended by interconnecting the basic modules. We can interconnect eight 3-cubes (basic 
modules) to get a 64-node EH-an EH(3.21. The topoiogy formed by the 3-cube of NCs 
at the first level of the EH(3.2) and the controller at the second level is identical to that 
of the basic module. Thus, we have a hierarchical structure consisting of 64 PEs a t  the 
zeroth level (lowest level), eight NCs at the first level and one NC at the second level 

The cost hetor given by the product, (degree of node)* (diameter) of an EH is given by5 

whereas for the hypercube of dimension n it is given by n2. The variation of the cost factor 
for the binary hypercube and the EH of different dimensions is plotted in Fig. 2. 

3. Implementation of EH 

In a multitransputer system, a transputer is used at the processor element. In this section, 
wc discuss about the implementation aspects of a multitransputer-based EH. The transputer 
has four communication channels6 to facilitate communication among the processor 
elements of a multitransputer system. The degree of node or connectivity is defined as the 
number of connections at every node of the multitransputer system. The four links of the 
transputer of a processor node can be used to establish direct communication with only 
four of its immediate neighbours. In other words, the connectivity of a node of a 
multitransputer system is limited to four. However, this inadequacy can be overcome by 
adopting one of the following methods: (i) using more than one transputer per node, 
(ii) software multiplexing of the physical links to get more number of logical links, and (iii) 
using the link switch IMS COO4 in conjunction with the transputer at every node. 

In an EH(k, 0 the degree of a node is given by (k + 1) for the PE and (2k + k + 1) for the 
NC. In an EH(3,O the degree of node is four for the PE and twelve for the NC. The four 
links of the transputer can be used to connect to the three neighbouring nodes and the 
NC. A transputer in conjunction with an IMS COO4 switch is used to serve as the NC. 

The IMS BOO8 is a TRAM-module motherboard7 which plugs into the IBM PC-XT or 
PC-AT. TRAMS are board-level transputers that integrate processor, memory and 
peripheral functions and communicate with other transputers (or TRAMS) via serial links. 
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The module motherboard has ten siots, uiz., slots 0-4, far inserting TRAM cards. Links 
i and 2 from each of the TRAM slots are hardwired to form a pipeline of connections 
among thc TRAMS in siots 0 to 9. Link 3 of the TRAM in slot0 and links 1 and 3 of all 
other TRAMs are connected to the IMS COO4 programmable link switch and these links 
can be softwired by appropriately programming the iink switch. The link switch is controlled 
by the TRAM in slot0 viu an IMS T212 16-bit transputer by sending the configuration 
data. A program written in Occam, Parallel Pascal or Parallel C developed under MS-DOS 
environment can controi the TRAMs on the module motherboard by means of an interface 
with the: IBM PC bus. The interface consists of a link adapter device IMS '2012, which 
converts xrial data into parallel form and vice versa to facilitate interface between the 
serial links of the transputer and the parallel data bus of the IBM PC bus. Link 0 of slot0 
is  connected to the link adapter and hence all communications from the PC are handled 
by the TRAM in slot0. Several IMS BOO8 boards can be cascaded to increase the capacity 
of the multitransputer system. 

The link switch can be programmed to configure the TRAMs in various topologies. 
Links 0 and 3 of the TRAMs are softwired to arrange the nodes as a 3-cube or as an EH 
(3, I), as indicated in Fig. 3. The TRAM of slot0 in conjunction with the link switch is used 
as rho NC and the TRAMs in other slots are used as the PEs of the EH(3,l). Link 3 of 
the NC is conwed  to the link switch which can be programmed to interconnect one of 
the PEs with the NC in a round-robin fashion. 

Transputer-based multiprocessor systems have been built in recent years. BBN butterfly8, 
and Computing Surfaa9 have been used for a variety of applications. Performance studies 
of transputer-bwd systems have h e n  carried out in the past by several researchers. Dussa 



ci u!'" haw expiated :he fersibiiit) of dynamic partitioning in multiprogrammed. 
multltsansputrrr cni:ronmenta. Das and FayH hare carried out performance studies of 
mu!titransput:r architectures nith s:atic and dynamic links. Eficient implementation of 
scientific progrzms is discussed b j  He) end Pritchard". In this seclion, we discuss the 
implementation of communication-intensive problems on  a multitransputer systems. The 
performance of ?he EH and the hypercube in implementing the multinode broadcast and 
the total exchange" algori:hms is cun:;c& I.. :L.% .C.:::e6.ln~, xe n:s.iil..? ?kc? the ?Es ~. . of ihc mu1titr:insputcr S)S!C-I~ p ~ f o i i ~  :::?!:L ,,:Eiil-Ei Ir.7~. 2,: w..i-hi w;a::a:l: L::< ;c c>:ccu?e 
each iteration, t i c  PEn haw to carry n?;t :! v!xl~ino?c broe.b'ciist c r  tola1 exchange. A 
compuwion state !It) is :kc !imc thktir for complcting one iteration involving a set of basic 
xithmi:ic,iogic operdrioris and a conin~unication state (C) is the time takcn to transmit il 
message From one PE to another. The muliinode brondczist and total exchange problems 
am executed on the IMS H008 board configured as: (i) hinary hypercube ufdimension three, 
and ;is (ii) EH(3,l). In oxecuring the above probicms the computation performed by each 
I'E duricg every iteration invoives simple arithmeticjlogic instructions and the value of R 
is in the range 10-200 microseconds. The time taken to complete one message transfer 
operation on thc IKMOS links is C = 10-15 microseconds (includes all the overheads such 
a s  creating processes, filling link buffers and signal transfer rate on the links). We compare 
the performance ofan n-cube with 1" = N nodes with that ofan EH(k, I )  with 2h" = N nodes. 

I s  a multinode broadcast probicin every node in the system broadcasts a message to all 
other nodcs. The EH efZoient!y makes use of the NCs in executing the mutitinode broadcast 
problem as discussed by Mohan Kumar er nl'. The time spent by each node in executing 
a multinode broadcast is gircn as, 

Assuming that all PEs work in parallel, T,, is also the time takcn to complete the multinode 
broadcast in a hypercube, whereas in an EH the time taken to complete the multinode 
broadcast is given by R + C x (F) .  The time spent by each PE in executing communication 
and computation tasks and the utilization factor is given in Table I. 

3.7. T~itul exchange 

In a local exchange problem each node transmits a separate packet to every other node 
The time spcnt by each node in executmg the total exchange problem 1s given as, 

where 6 is the switching delay. 
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TI& I 
Mulrinode broadma and IMsl excbvrge 

Tcpiogy of R=&lms; C =  !Oms R=128ms:C=lSms R=64ms;C=Sms 
the system 

Communieatmn Utilization Communication Utilization Communication Utilization 
(time in ms) factor (time in m) factor (time in ms) factor 

iUvltinode broadcasr 
Hpzrcube 
3-cube 23.33 
b a b e  110 
9cuk  1703.3 
EH 
EH(3.11 10 
E H W )  10 
EH(33)  10 

Total exchongv 

Hyprrcuk 
3-cube 53.33 
6sube 690 
9-cube 7 9 3  
EH 
EHI3.11 17.5 
EH(3.21 210 
EH(3.31 1703.3 

The performance of the binary hypercube and the EH in executing the total exchange 
problem is given in Table I. 

Implementation and performance of a transputer-based extended hypercube are discussed. 
The performance of the extended hypercube and the binary hypercube in executing 
communicarion-intensive problems is compared. The utilization factor of the EH is more 
than that of the hypercube in executing problems discussed in Section 4. A transputer-based 
EH is a cost-effective, comrnunication-efficient multiprocessor system. 
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